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Real-Time Integration of Intermittent Generation
With Voltage Rise Considerations
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Abstract—In the modern electric power grid, a commonly ob-
servable recent phenomenon is the increasing penetration of renew-
able generation sources especially at the distribution network (DN)
level. The traditional DN is not designed for bidirectional power
flow induced by these volatile sources and, therefore voltage rise is a
major concern. In order to enable mass renewable integration into
any type of existing radial DN without requiring expensive line/bus
upgrades and avoiding adverse effects of voltage rise, these gener-
ation sources (with possible nonconvex discrete output levels) must
be dispatched in real-time while taking into account nonconvex
voltage constraints. Ubiquitous connectivity between power com-
ponents is available in today’s grid due to the cyber-physical nature
of these devices. We leverage this to propose a distributed algorithm
based on principles of population games for efficient dispatch that
minimizes dependence of the DN on the main grid for sustainable
system operation. Theoretical and simulation studies show that the
proposed algorithm allows for the seamless coexistence of a large
number of renewables that are highly responsive to fluctuations
in demand and supply with strong convergence properties while
successfully mitigating voltage rise issues.

Index Terms—Distributed algorithms, optimization methods,
power generation dispatch.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACOMMONLY observable recent phenomenon has been
the broad deployment of small-scale sustainable genera-

tion systems such as roof-top solar panels, micro wind turbines
and energy storage (e.g., electric vehicles) that connect to the
power grid via a distribution network (DN). A traditional DN is
not designed for two-way power flow. Back flow of power result-
ing from excess generation of renewables can lead to voltage
rise across DN buses. As the penetration of micro-generation
systems in the DN continues to increase, voltage rise across the
buses can easily cross acceptable thresholds resulting in adverse
equipment effects. Hence, voltage rise is one of the foremost
concerns for Electric Power Utilities (EPUs) with heavy DG
integration.
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The steady state relationship between power flow and bus
voltages based on line characteristics, local demand and supply
is governed by the Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws. Mini-
mizing generation costs while satisfying constraints imposed on
the underlying physical electrical attributes of the DN system
can be formulated as an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem.
One main challenge associated with directly solving the tradi-
tional OPF is in the non-convexity of the problem. There is an
extensive body of work in the current literature that attempts
to overcome this challenge by applying relaxations that con-
vert the OPF into a convex problem (e.g., Semi-Definite (SD)
and Second-Order Cone (SOC) relaxations) [1]–[5]. These ref-
erences also show that the associated relaxations are exact only
when specific conditions are met in a radial DN. One example
of such a condition is load over-satisfaction (i.e. when loads can
accept supplied real and reactive power that is greater than the
actual demand [3]). However, if these conditions are not satis-
fied, then the resulting solution can be infeasible. In our paper,
we consider a more generalized framework where we do not
impose these conditions on the radial DN (i.e. take into account
non-convex voltage constraints). Hence, we do not apply any
relaxations to the OPF. Moreover, in order to include generation
sources with discrete output levels, we consider a discrete opti-
mization variable space. This further adds to the non-convexity
of the OPF. The authors of [6] employ the optimal solution of
the relaxed problem as an initial starting point of a heuristic
algorithm for the non-convex OPF. However, theoretical con-
vergence results are not available for heuristic approaches.

Another challenge with DG dispatch is the highly fluctuat-
ing nature of renewable generation capacities. Treating these
as undispatchable sources can lead to bus voltages rising to
unacceptable levels, which becomes especially the case when
renewable penetration is high. Traditional central optimization
techniques such as dynamic programming have been applied
to compute DG dispatch in existing work (e.g., reference [7],
[8]) which utilize forecast models to estimate generation ca-
pacities of DGs. However, these prediction models are as-
sociated with high error margins [9]. On the other hand, if
DGs continuously send updates of current generation capac-
ities to a central controller, excessive communication over-
head can result. This can render centrally solving the OPF im-
practical for real-time integration of a large number of DGs,
even if it is relaxed to a convex problem. Distributed methods
have been proposed in the literature [10], [12]–[16]. Some of
these proposals solve simplified economic dispatch that do not
take voltage constraints into account. However, even with the
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omission of the non-convex constraints, these methods have
been proven to converge asymptotically (i.e., not necessarily ex-
ponentially) to optimality and this convergence speed may not be
suitable for real-time dispatch. References [10] and [11] apply
decomposition techniques like our proposal but for relaxed
physical network flow constraints and propose a distributed al-
gorithm based on Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM). Other proposals in the literature that are decentralized
use only local bus voltage measurements to compute dispatch
which may not fully utilize available generation potential due
to incomplete information [17].

Thus, in order to effectively harness the potential of intermit-
tent generation sources while suppressing the adverse physical
issues that accompany mass integration, we propose a distribu-
tive two-tier dispatch algorithm that, by design, enables the
seamless coexistence of a large number of distributed energy
sources. The first tier consists of a decomposable convex opti-
mization problem that aims to minimize dependence of the DN
on the external grid which is typically composed of expensive
and unsustainable power plants. The objective of this master
problem is met in a distributed manner by intelligent agents that
reside in the DGs. Evoking principles from population games,
we show via a formal proof that the distributive dispatch strategy
selections by DG agents result in exponentially fast convergence
to optimality of the master problem when the overall generation
capacity in the DN is adequate. Tier-two consists of a set of
secondary problems in which every DG agent checks whether a
dispatch strategy is locally feasible (i.e., meets local generation
capacity and voltage rise constraints). The ubiquitous communi-
cation capability between physical nodes in the DN is leveraged
to enable coordination amongst the agents to address the non-
convex voltage rise constraints. We show that this feasibility
check is constant in complexity via insights drawn from the
underlying tree structure of the radial DN. We demonstrate via
theoretical and empirical analysis that this two-tier distributed
algorithm enables the system to rapidly adapt to fluctuations in
demand and supply within the DN while maintaining voltages
across the buses within acceptable limits.

Like our proposal, the existing literature consists of many
works that also leverage game theory to allow for distributed
dispatch and perform voltage control via reactive power sup-
port [17]–[20]. Our proposal significantly differs from these as
we first demonstrate both practically and theoretically that the
convergence of our algorithm at the first tier (i.e. economic dis-
patch) is exponentially fast especially in the presence of a large
number of DGs. Also, voltage feasibility check is in the order of
the height of the deepest feeder in the DN. These characteristics
render our proposal highly suitable for real-time management
of distributed energy sources. Moreover, our algorithm does not
require participating agents or the EPU to be aware of the entire
system topology as only local (for the agents) or aggregate (for
the EPU) information is necessary. This enables plug-and-play
integration of DGs along with enhanced privacy.

Thus, our contributions are three-fold in this paper: 1) We
propose a novel distributed dispatch algorithm that takes into
account non-convex constraints governing voltage rise issues;
2) We provide theoretical analysis and bounds to demon-
strate how the proposed algorithm enables a large number of

Fig. 1. System Model.

agents to converge to the optimal dispatch strategy in real-time;
3) We present simulation studies evaluating the efficacy of the
proposed algorithm when applied to a low-voltage Danish DN
consisting of 34 buses supplying power to 75 homes. The re-
mainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an
overview of the system settings and associated challenges with
the traditional OPF problem is discussed. Then, the proposed
dispatch algorithm along with theoretical analysis is provided
in Section III. Section IV presents an implementation of the
proposed algorithm via an empirical study with final remarks in
Section V.

II. SYSTEM SETTINGS AND MODEL

In this paper, we consider a low-voltage DN governed by
an EPU that consists primarily of residential consumers within
a neighbourhood and a large number of micro-generation sys-
tems. Traditionally, DGs such as solar and wind energy sources
are considered to be undispatchable as these have highly in-
termittent generation capacities influenced by external factors
(e.g., cloud cover, wind speed, etc.). Computing economic dis-
patch for renewables in typical day-ahead markets by evoking
prediction models is not common practise as forecast errors in-
troduced by these models, especially across longer prediction
horizons, are not negligible [9]. In this paper, we propose a
distributed algorithm that solves, in real-time, an OPF problem
that is implicitly reformulated every minute. Constraints in the
OPF formulation consisting of generation capacity limits are
updated every minute - thereby allowing us to accurately cap-
ture the intermittencies of these. This real-time approach allows
us to generalize DGs and consider these to be dispatchable en-
tities having generation potential that varies every minute. This
extension that enables power dispatch capability to all DGs is
supported by recent advances in inverter design. An inverter
serves as an interface between a DG and the power grid. As
noted by reference [21], these have virtually unnoticeable ramp
up and down rates (in the order of milliseconds) and therefore
is practical for our proposal.

Our set up is analogous to a grid-connected cyber-physical
microgrid as illustrated in Fig. 1. Intelligent agents residing in
every DG infer local generation capacity from decentralized
measurements and utilize signals broadcast by the EPU every
second to determine appropriate DG power output levels that
heed system limits and also strive to balance overall demand
with available supply. Excessive generation can be directed into
storage systems, which are also considered to be DGs, for use
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during high demand periods that may occur later. These assump-
tions are formally presented in the following section.

A. Assumptions

We assume the following of our system model:
1) The EPU has access to data concentrators;
2) The EPU broadcasts signals every 1 second;
3) The real power of DGs is dispatchable at discrete levels;
4) DGs are equipped with real-time measurement devices;
5) DGs consist of intelligent agents that can communicate

with one another via cellular transmitters and receivers;
6) Load and supply remain constant for 1 minute intervals;
7) Steady-state properties of the DN are considered;
8) The number of DGs deployed in the DN is large;
9) The DN is grid connected.
Assumption 1 is a commonplace practice within Advanced

Metering Infrastructure (AMI). For Assumption 2, communica-
tion delays in broadcast wireless across a residential neigh-
bourhood spanned by the DN is typically in the range of
microseconds, thus making it feasible. In the third assump-
tion, DGs adjust power dispatch at discrete levels to enable the
modeling of storage devices such as EVs or batteries available
in today that supply power at discrete levels [22]. As we con-
sider significant penetration of DGs in the DN, we treat DGs as
dispatchable entities in this paper so that excessive generation
does not result in voltage rise issues. Excessive local genera-
tion can be redirected to storage systems such as that recently
commercialized by reference [22] for later use during demand
peaks. Discrete dispatch also allows us to apply population game
theoretic constructs for solving the dispatch problem. Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs) support Assumption 4 by provid-
ing the local grid state information. Assumption 5 is in line with
the cyber-physical vision of the smart grid. The sixth assump-
tion supports our goal for real-time dispatch; existing dispatch
research [23] is designed for time scales ranging from 10 min-
utes to hourly intervals. Forecast models that are highly accurate
for small time horizons such as the one considered in this paper
can be evoked to infer renewable generation capacities and de-
mands over these one minute intervals [9]. In Assumption 7, we
consider only the steady-state voltage behaviour in the system
as transients are considered negligible due to non-simultaneous
revisions of local strategies (please see Section III for further
details). Assumption 8 is consistent with the notion of mass DG
integration at the DN level. The final assumption allows for re-
active power balance in the DN to be accounted for by the main
grid.

B. Original Problem

The goal of DG dispatch is to minimize the dependence of
DN consumers on the main grid for real power while accounting
for physical grid constraints. We formulate this OPF problem
as PC . Here, we consider two types of generation sources in
the DN: the DGs that collectively form a set G and the main
grid m such that pg and pm denote the power generated by a
DG g ∈ G and the main grid m, respectively. The former may
take values only from a discrete set. All power consumers in
the DN form a set D and the real (reactive) demand from each

d ∈ D is given by pd (qd ). All lines and buses in the DN form
the set E and B, respectively such that a↔ b ∈ E denotes a line
between Bus a and Bus b. Ya,b is the corresponding component
of the DN admittance matrix. Va is the voltage at Bus a. H is a
conjugate transpose operator. pB

a (qB
a ) denotes the overall real

(reactive) power injected into Bus a such that pl
a,b (ql

a,b ) is the
real (reactive) power loss in line a↔ b.

(PC ) min
P,pm

fo(P, pm )

∑

d∈D

pd = pm +
∑

g∈G
pg −

∑

a↔b∈E
pl

a,b (C1a)

∑

d∈D

qd = qm −
∑

a↔b∈E
ql
a,b (C1b)

pB
a + iqB

a =
∑

a↔b∈E
Y H

a,b(V
H
a − V H

b )Va ∀ a, b ∈ B (C2)

Va ≤ |Va | ≤ Va ∀ a ∈ B (C3)

0 ≤ pg ≤ cg ∀ g ∈ G (C4)

The objective ofPC is to minimize the cost of DG power gen-
eration P ∈ R|G| and power commissioned from the main grid
pm . The gth element of P represents the real power generated
by DG g ∈ G. Since fo(.) is typically quadratic for economic
dispatch, we adapt this consistent structure for this paper [23].
(C1a) and (C1b) are referred to as the coupling constraints and
require that the aggregate real/reactive power generated matches
the aggregate demand after accounting for power losses in the
DN. (C2) specifies the overall power injected into every bus
due to Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws and is referred to as
the bus injection model [1]. (C3) sets the upper and lower bounds
(V a and V a ) on the voltage magnitude at each bus a. (C4) lim-
its the real power generated by each DG g to its generation
capacity cg .

Based on Assumption 6, PC represents a real-time optimiza-
tion problem in which generation capacities and consumer de-
mands vary every minute. Hence, the goal of this paper is to
efficiently solve PC every minute in order to take into account
the intermittencies of generation and supply. Changes in renew-
able generation capacities and consumer demands are updated
at a minute-by-minute basis. For notational convenience, we do
not include an index to indicate the dispatch period in the formu-
lation as updates of these parameters are implicitly accounted for
in our proposed algorithm. Main challenges in directly solving
this OPF are (C2) which is non-convex and the possible discrete
nature of the optimization variables pg . Applying convex relax-
ations to the OPF will lead to the exact solution under specific
conditions on the DN. As we aim to propose a solution with
general applicability to any radial DN with a tree configuration,
we do not apply these relaxations.

III. DISTRIBUTED DISPATCH STRATEGY

Our system consists of a large number of participants (i.e.
DGs) with a common set of discrete strategies (i.e. Assump-
tion 3). The optimization problem that we consider (i.e. PC )
consists of a coupling constraint that instills a balance between
overall demand and aggregate supply and a set of separable
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constraints (i.e. generation capacities and voltage limits). We
apply a decomposition and divide the problem into master and
secondary tiers. The participants (i.e. DG agents) revise their
strategies based on the costs of these strategies (i.e. cost signals
transmitted by the EPU). These revisions induce a state trajec-
tory that moves the system to an equilibrium exponentially fast
and we show that this equilibrium is in fact the optimal solution
of the master problem under certain conditions. The secondary
tier consists of local constraint feasibility checks conducted by
a revising DG agent and these serve to limit the set of strategies
available to the agent as necessary. Thus, we are able to estab-
lish a bridge between optimization and population game theory
for general problems such as that considered in this paper and
show that desirable convergence traits can be achieved via a
distributed approach.

More specifically, the master tier is akin to the economic dis-
patch problem in which local voltage constraints are not taken
into consideration. With a change of variables, this is converted
into a strictly convex optimization problem that is solved dis-
tributively by DG agents based on common cost signals broad-
cast every second by the EPU. These signals are computed by
the EPU by capitalizing on the master problem structure and
using real-time aggregate measurements (Assumptions 1 and
2). The second tier involves a local check whereby every time a
DG agent makes a dispatch revision based on the cost signals,
it ascertains whether this change is locally feasible in terms of
local generation capacity and voltage rise in local buses. In our
two-tier approach, EPU signals indirectly guide DG agents in
selecting appropriate dispatch strategies that enable rapid con-
vergence of the system to the optimal master problem solution
while also ensuring that local physical constraints are heeded.

A. Decomposition of OPF Problem

The goal of decomposition is to decouple the EPU computa-
tional tasks from the local physical constraints in PC . This is
achieved by moving the decision-making related to constraints
(C2) to (C4) inPC to the DG agents themselves. This decompo-
sition significantly reduces communication and computational
overhead for the EPU as highlighted later in this section.

Consider the gth DG. Every physical DG can consist of one
or more DG agents as this allows for parallel processing. Specif-
ically, each DG agent i of this DG will use a revision protocol
to select one of n power levels pi

g ∈ y = [y1 . . . yn ]) based on
the current cost signal transmitted by the EPU (Assumption 3)
as long as this change heeds constraints (C2) to (C4) in PC .
These power levels will be predefined and remain fixed for
all DG agents in accordance to typical population game the-
ory construction (i.e. all player have at their disposal the same
number and type of strategies). Precision in dispatch enabled
by these levels should match that of typical DG power rating.
The number of DG agents simultaneously active in the DG, de-
noted mg , depends on the maximum generation capacity cg of
the DG (i.e. mg = �cg/yn�). This flexibility in the number of
agents active in a physical DG enables the overall power dis-
patched by the physical DG via the simultaneous operation of
multiple DG agents to reach various generation output values be-
tween 0 to the current generation capacity cg of the DG. Hence,

continuous dispatch is mimicked via the activation of multiple
discrete agents making incremental strategy decisions. Thus, the
overall power dispatched by the physical DG g is pg =

∑mg

i=1 pi
g .

Moreover, allowing for multiple DG agents to exist per phys-
ical DG tailors the dispatch problem to fit into the population
game theory framework (i.e., requirement of a large number
of players with the same set of strategies at their disposal).
This also enables the distribution of computational overhead
amongst multiple agents, prevents surges in voltages via incre-
mental dispatch decisions made by agents and provides means
for tractable theoretical analysis by evoking stochastic theory
for a large number of independently acting entities (i.e. agents).
The reader is referred to Section III-C for details on the revision
protocol, local feasibility check and theoretical analysis.

The remaining objective f0(·) and the coupling constraint
form the master problem to be solved by the EPU. We se-
lect f0(·) to be

∑n
L=1 CL.(

∑G
g=1

∑mg

i=1 pi
g .IL (pi

g ))
2 + Cm .p2

m

where CL < CL+1 is the cost of power level yL ∈ y, IL (yj ) is
an indicator function that returns 1 when yj = yL , G = |G| and
the operator a.b represents multiplication of the scalars a and b.
This cost function is quadratic in terms of the sum of the overall
power selected by DG agents for each level in y. Although this
cost function is similar in structure to objectives in economic
dispatch problems of conventional generation systems [23], we
utilize this model to prevent concentrated generation that can
otherwise cause saturation of voltage limits and prevent other
DG agents at lower levels of the congested branch from sup-
plementing available power at times of need. This also avoids
unnecessary system losses. Moreover, this quadratic cost func-
tion allows for decomposability that we leverage in this paper to
enable real-time convergence of the system to optimality. This
cost structure penalizes a DG agent selecting a larger dispatch
level as the quadratic term associated with the larger dispatch
will be more dominant in the cost computation. Hence, this
evenly distributes the dispatch responsibility to all DG agents
in the DN thereby allowing resources to be directed towards
local demands that occur currently or in the future (i.e. direct
excessive generation to storage systems). Cm is the cost of
power pm obtained from the main grid. This is selected to be
much larger than the cost of power supplied by the DGs (i.e.
Cm >> CL ∀ L = 1 . . . n) so that our goal of minimizing de-
pendence on the main grid for power supply can be implicitly
incorporated into PC .

In our system model, we consider the DN to be a grid-
connected microgrid system with significant penetration of DGs.
As we are interested in how DGs can be actuated so that the DN
is independent of the main grid for real power, we set pm = 0 in
the master problem. In case of a deficit in local supply, the DN
will automatically draw power from the main grid so that unin-
terruptible services can be provided to local consumers. Hence,
the power supply from the main grid is not directly controlled
but serves as an ancillary service. Optimization of f0(·) requires
information about individual power dispatched by the DGs pi

g .
As the EPU is concerned only with the aggregate system

behaviour, we introduce a change of variables x where its ith
component xi represents the proportion of DG agents in the DN
selecting power dispatch level i. As such x takes on values in
the simplex� = {x|xi ≥ 0∀ i = 1 . . . n,

∑n
i=1 xi = 1}which
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reflects the fact that DG agents will necessarily select one of n
dispatch levels and thereby making the sum of all xi unity.
As we are considering real power dispatch, coupling constraint
(C1b) inPC is not included (since reactive power qm is supplied
by the main grid). Moreover, as the DN is grid-connected, any
line losses in the DN are supplemented by the main grid. The
resulting master problem PM becomes:

(PM ) min
x∈�

fo(x) =
n∑

i=1

Ci.(m.yi.xi)2

s.t.
n∑

i = 1

m.yi.xi =
∑

d∈D

pd (C1)

where m =
∑G

i=1 mi is the total number of agents in the sys-
tem. In this problem, the power dispatched by the DGs exactly
match the overall demand in the DN. After this match is estab-
lished, any power that is still drawn by the DN from the main
grid will account for the line losses in the DN. The cumulative
demand in constraint (C1) in Pm can be implicitly measured by
the EPU (Assumption 1). The objective fo(x) and (C1) inPm is
equivalent to fo(P ) and (C1a) inPc when m→∞. Error result-
ing in the non-limiting case is±1/m. Due to Assumption 8 and
with the introduction of multiple DG agents per physical DG,
m will be a large value and thus the error will be insignificant.

Given that the new optimization variables xi are continu-
ous, the objective function is strictly convex and constraints are
linear,Pm is a strictly convex optimization problem with a glob-
ally unique optimal solution. If the optimal solution x∗ of PM

is such that constraints (C2)–(C4) in PC are feasible (i.e., there
exists sufficient generation capacity and voltage rise is within
acceptable limits in the DN) then the optimal solution x∗ can be
transformed to the original problem variables to give P ∗ which
is the optimal solution ofPC . A detailed characterization of this
equivalence is detailed in the Appendix.

B. Signals from EPU

The two-tier solution structure enables the DG agents to iter-
atively approach the optimal solution x∗. To facilitate this, cost
signals that guide DG agents with decision-making are broadcast
by the EPU every second. The cost is derived by constructing
the mathematical dual PD of PM :

(PD ) max
ν

min
x∈�

n∑

i=1

Ci(m.yi.xi)2 + ν

(
n∑

i = 1

m.yi.xi + K

)

where K = −
∑

d∈D

pd

Let the objective function of PD be denoted f(x, ν). This rep-
resents the Lagrangian of PM and is referred to as a potential
function. We consider the mathematical dual as the potential
function f(x, ν) incorporates penalty when overall demand is
not met by aggregate sustainable generation. The cost Fi(x) of
dispatch level yi is selected to be the gradient of this Lagrangian
multiplied by a constant K:

Fi(x) = K.m.yi(2.Cim.yi.xi + ν∗) (1)

As DG agents make dispatch decisions based on the gradient
of the potential function, every strategy revision will reduce the
potential of the system and thereby indirectly move the sys-
tem to optimality. Hence, F (x) = [F1(x) . . . Fn (x)]T is part of
the signal broadcast by the EPU to all participating DGs ev-
ery second. In order to compute the current gradient Fi(x), the
EPU requires information about the current value taken by x
in the DN and ν∗. The former is available to the EPU via As-
sumption 1. The EPU can directly compute the later due to the
following reasons. The variable x is a vector of size n (i.e. the
total number of strategies in y and n << |G|) that represents
the proportion of active strategies in use within the DN by all
the agents and is independent of local constraints that are spe-
cific to individual agents. Hence, x is an aggregate measure. For
this reason, the EPU can directly solve PM to easily obtain x∗.
However, the main challenge lies in how these dispatch levels
can be distributed to all DGs in the DN to achieve x∗ while
maintaining feasibility. The EPU uses F (x) to guide the DG
agents to distributively select dispatch strategies that heed local
constraints and achieve this x∗ in an iterative manner. The EPU
utilizes the x∗ (which it directly computes as mentioned earlier)
to solve PD so that ν∗ can be computed in closed-form. This
can now be leveraged by the EPU to compute the cost signals
that are then broadcast to the DG agents. As the dimensions
of the optimization variables of PM and PD are n (in our im-
plementations in Section IV, n is set to 3) and 1 respectively,
the EPU can solve these convex problems very quickly to ob-
tain x∗ and ν∗. Moreover, as consumer demands and renewable
generation are constant over every one minute interval due to
Assumption 6, the EPU solves PM and PD only once at the
beginning of these one minute dispatch intervals. Using these
values, the EPU computes Eq. 1 every one second to obtain the
cost signals for broadcast (Assumption 2) using the current state
of dispatch as reported by the data concentrators (Assumption
1). Computing Eq. 1 is also straightforward as it consists of
simple arithmetic operations. When DG agents revise strategies
based on the cost signals, a state trajectory is induced overtime
(i.e. we consider x to be the system state). We show in Sec-
tion III-C and in the Appendix that the cost signal defined in
Eq. 1 result in a system state trajectory that converges exponen-
tially fast to an equilibrium which is in fact also the optimal
solution x∗ of PM when there are a large number of DG agents
and adequate voltage slack in the buses.

The actions of the DG agents resulting from the transmitted
cost F (x), system state x and strategies y can be modelled as
a population game [24]. These games represent systems con-
sisting of a large number of agents (i.e. continuum of players)
which are anonymized (i.e. invariant to permutations). Hence,
individual actions of agents are infinitesimal from a system-
wide perspective. When local feasibility checks are not met by
the DG agents during revisions, we consider this to be a mi-
nor reduction in the population size. Decisions of each agent
are dependent on the current state of the system and the cu-
mulative actions of other agents (as reflected by the cost sig-
nals). Thus, this game G is completely specified by the play-
ers (i.e. DG agents forming the population P), strategies y of
each player, cost Fi(x) of each strategy yi and system state
x. Random revisions are made by the DG agents in order to
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achieve the desired aggregate system goal (i.e. meet overall con-
sumer demands while ensuring that minimum dispatch levels are
utilized). These independent and anonymous revisions allow us
to accurately approximate the ensuing stochastic evolution of the
aggregate system state x using a deterministic average process
as outlined in Section III-C. Moreover, posing the optimization
formulation in PC as population game theoretic formulation
[24] allows us to evoke tractable mathematical analysis to as-
certain optimality characteristics of the system as demonstrated
later.

Nash Equilibrium (NE) of a game represents the state at which
players cannot deviate from their current action without incur-
ring more cost [25]. The conditions for NE of G are exactly
the optimality conditions of PM (i.e. the Karush Kuhn Tucker
(KKT)). Hence, the NE and the globally optimal solution of
PM are the same. Moreover, G is a potential game as the full
externality symmetry is satisfied by the cost F (i.e. ∂Fj

∂xi
= ∂Fi

∂xj
)

which leads to interesting intuitive properties relating cost sig-
nals computed by the EPU and the corresponding actions of DG
agents as discussed next [24].

C. Response of DG Agents to Cost Signals

Every DG agent will select a random time to revise its current
dispatch strategy based on the most recently received cost signal
from the EPU using a revision protocol. What we want is for the
iterative responses of DG agents to adapt to track the optimal
dispatch cost while ensuring that the physical grid constraints
are met within a real-time interval. To achieve this, the revision
protocol should be designed so that the real power dispatched
by all DGs in the DN converges to the optimal solution x∗ at an
extremely rapid rate (ideally exponentially fast). The dynamics
of the system state x induced by strategy revisions of DG
agents will dictate the convergence behaviour of the DGs to x∗.

When a DG agent decides to switch from one dispatch strat-
egy to another, this change must lead to a reduction in the cost
f(x, ν) (i.e. potential) of the system. Various values taken by
the system state x due to these switches represent the state tra-
jectory. The most rapid manner in which the system dispatch
can descend to optimality is when the state trajectory moves in a
direction opposite to the gradient of f(x, ν). Thus, ideally state
dynamic should be governed by:

ẋi =
1
n

n∑

j=1

Fj (x)− Fi(x) (2)

which indicates that the evolution of system states (i.e. state
dynamic) should be the negative of the projection of the gra-
dient F (x) onto the simplex � as x is limited to taking val-
ues in �. This is referred to as the projection dynamic in
Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) [24]. What is important is
that Eq. 2 has an equilibrium that coincides with the optimal
solution of PM and the NE of G. As demonstrated in the
Appendix, it can be show via Lyapunov arguments that con-
vergence rate is exponentially fast which enables real-time per-
formance. In order to achieve this particular system dynamic,
every DG agent will make a switch from strategy yi to yj

according to a revision protocol defined by the conditional

TABLE I
STRATEGY REVISIONS BY DG AGENTS

Strategy Selection Process by DG Agent i

• Initialize time: tn e x t ← 0, t ← 0.
• Initiate strategy: sc ← r and (y ).

Start Algorithm: (repeat the following):
1) Time for next revision τi compute via exponential probablity distribution

with rate μ . Next revision will occur at tn e x t ← t + τi .
2) When t > tn e x t ,

• Utilizing the latest F and x broadcast by the EPU, select strategy
si according to ρi , j defined by: Eq. 3.
• Set: sc ← {max{y}|y ≤ min{si , ci }}.

– Check if sc is feasible according to Table II.
– If not, set sc ← yc−1 and repeat previous step.
– Else, go to Step (1).

switch probability [24]:

ρi,j (F (x), x) =
[Fi − Fj ]+

n.xi
(3)

K in Eq. 1 is selected so that ρi,j (.) satisfies the conditions of
a probability measure. According to Eq. 3, the DG agent will
switch to strategy j from i with a positive probability if the
cost of the incumbent strategy is higher than the strategy under
consideration. The state dynamic ẋi is defined by the rate at
which agents switch into and leave strategy yi :

ẋi = −xi.

n∑

i=1

ρi,j +
n∑

i=1

ρj,i .xj (4)

Due to Assumption 8 (many DG agents are present in the
system), strong law of large numbers will take effect. Hence,
stochastic effects will be eliminated. Substituting Eq. 3 into
Eq. 4 will result in the projection dynamic listed in Eq. 2.

As mentioned earlier, local constraints (C2)-(C4) fromPC are
moved to the DG agents. Due to the structure of the cost func-
tion fo which imposes no restrictions on the physical location of
DGs, this decomposition preserves the optimality ofPC . Hence,
as long as the dispatch by DGs in the system (irrespective of the
physical location) heed local voltage and capacity constraints
and meet overall system demand by engaging in the minimum
possible power dispatch levels, the optimal solution is achieved.
Before making a strategy switch, the DG agent checks whether
the impending switch is feasible (i.e. does the switch satisfy the
physical constraints). If this is not the case, then subsequent dis-
patch levels are considered until the switch is feasible as outlined
in Table I. When the strategy under consideration is not feasible,
this is due to either the voltage rise at the buses being too high
or due to insufficient local generation capacity. The subsequent
strategy in y is the next best strategy to be considered as this
is a smaller dispatch level. This will result in a lower voltage
rise when compared to the strategy that was considered earlier
and has a higher possibility of being accommodated by current
available generation capacity. This compromise is translated to
a reduction in population size. Constraint (C4) in PC which is
the generation capacity constraint can be easily validated lo-
cally. However, constraints (C2)-(C3) in PC are dependent on
how the change in dispatch strategy selected by a DG agent
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TABLE II
FEASIBILITY CHECK BY DG AGENTS

Feasibility Check by DG Agent i of Dispatch Change ΔP

• Backward sweep: Let b ← i, repeat until parent node is the substation:
– Set a ← parent(b) and send Δp to node a .
– Update pa , b according to Eq. 5. Set b ← a .

• Forward sweep: Let a ← substation bus and b ← child(a) in the
updating feeder branch. Repeat until descendent bus is a leaf or alarm activation:

– If pa , b > 0, then solve for Vb using Eq. 6 otherwise use Eq. 7.
– If (C3) in PC is violated activate alarm across the updating branch
– Otherwise, set a ← b and b ← child(a) and send Va

to node b. Repeat for all children of a .

affects power flow across the branch in which the DG resides
in. As a DG agent selects a random time using an exponential
distribution that is continuous with an arrival rate of 1 second
to revise its strategy, it can be assumed that only one DG agent
performs revision at a particular time instant while dispatch by
other DG agents remains fixed. This is a key simplification in
EGT enabling a DG agent to use simple information exchange
(as outlined in Table II) between buses within its branch to infer
the violation of voltage constraints. Communication complex-
ity of this information exchange is in the order of the height
of the corresponding local feeder branch. As discussed later in
this section, the time required for this feasibility check is in
the range of microseconds. This is mainly due to the fact that
the nodes are located at close physical proximity (i.e. belong
to the same DN). Moreover, when dedicated communication
channels are used, network congestion is non-existent.

In order to check whether a strategy revision meets physical
constraints, the revising DG agent will need to infer whether the
generation increase or decrease Δp = yi − yj accompanying
the incumbent strategy change from yi to yj will affect voltage
rise limits in the local feeder branch. Suppose the bus that the
revising agent is currently residing at is B and the parent Bus is
a (i.e. a↔ b ∈ E and Bus a is one line closer to the substation).
Agents in Bus a can approximate the power flow pnew

a,b in line
a↔ b due to this change in dispatch using current power flow
denoted by pold

a,b obtained from measurements (Assumption 4)
as follows:

pnew
a,b = pold

a,b + Δp (5)

This is an approximation as power loss is not accounted for in
this update. This is an acceptable omission as voltage rise can
now be estimated conservatively allowing for sufficient margins
for unexpected transients. Δp is propagated up the feeder branch
until all ancestors of Bus b (up to the substation) update the
power flow according to Eq. 5. We refer to this as the backward
sweep. In the worst case, the number of information updates
required is the height of the feeder branch.

Then, the bus voltages in the feeder branch in which the
dispatch change is to occur are updated via a forward sweep
process starting with the bus (labelled b) that is located in the
updating branch and is also the immediate child of the substation
bus (labelled a). Voltage is updated using the approximated
power flow computed previously in the backward sweep step and

qa,b obtained from local measurements. If pa,b > 0, a voltage
drop will occur across line a↔ b and Vb is updated by solving:

Y H
a,bVa(Va − Vb)H = pa,b + jqa,b (6)

Otherwise, there is a voltage rise and Vb is updated by solving:

Y H
a,bVb(Vb − Va)H = −(pa,b + jqa,b) (7)

As Va is fixed at the substation, Vb is the only unknown vari-
able. After updating the voltage, Bus b checks whether the local
voltage constraint met (i.e., constraint (C3) in PC ). When this
fails, an alarm is broadcast through this feeder to alert the revis-
ing agent that the dispatch change is not feasible. Otherwise, the
descendants of Bus b repeat this until either an alarm is evoked
or the leafs of the updating feeder branch are reached. In the
first case, the revising DG agent will infer that the feasibility
check has failed and in the second case feasibility is confirmed.
This algorithm capitalizes the tree structure of a radial DN and
is summarized in Table II.

As information is propagating in parallel across the branch,
communication complexity of the feasibility check in the worst
case is 3.h.n where h is the height of the tree, the constant 3 de-
notes three sets of information flow across the updating branch
(i.e. the forward, backward and alarm information exchanges)
and n denotes the number of strategies available for each DG
agent. For instance, we consider a low-voltage Danish DN con-
sisting of 34 buses supplying power to 75 homes detailed in
reference [26] in which, the height of the deepest feeder tree is
7 and the number of strategies available to agents is n = 3; as
the latency of information exchange is in the range of microsec-
onds, the time required to check voltage constraints will be much
lesser than 1 second. Also, computational complexity at each
agent is constant as the backward sweep involves one addition
and the forward sweep requires the solving of a quadratic equa-
tion in the worst case. In general, the computations performed
by each DG agent for the secondary tier involves determining
ρi,j using Eq. 3, estimating local power flows and comparing
dispatch strategies (to ensure that generation capacity limits are
heeded). All of these secondary tier computations entail simple
arithmetic operations and thus are very straightforward.

D. Guarantees on Convergence to Optimality

Our proposal divides the original problem into master and
secondary tiers. The master tier represents economic dispatch
and ensures that the overall demand is met by the available
sustainable generation capacity in the DN. Local generation ca-
pacity and voltage constraints are considered in the secondary
tier. We transform the original problem into a strictly convex op-
timization problem that is used to construct cost signals by the
EPU. These signals foster exponentially fast guaranteed conver-
gence to optimal DG dispatch given that there exists adequate
sustainable generation capacity and bus voltages. The former is
proven in Section III-C. Bounds on the later are established in
the following.

The secondary tier involves local feasibility checks in which
DG agents check whether violations of generation capacity and
voltage constraints are possible during every strategy revision.
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A revising DG agent can easily check whether a new dispatch
strategy will heed the local generation capacity constraint. One
caveat is that the overall generation capacity in the system must
be greater than or equal to the overall demand in the system (i.e.∑

g∈G cg ≥
∑

d∈D pd ) so that aggregate demand can be ensured
to be met by all DGs in the DN. Next, voltage rises that accom-
pany backflow of power in feeders due to DG power injections
should be such that the resulting bus voltage magnitudes are
within the prescribed limits (i.e. |Vb | ≤ V̄b ∀ b ∈ B). Lower lim-
its on bus voltage magnitudes are accounted for in the design
of the DN to accommodate existing consumer demands. More-
over, adding DGs to the DN can only result in a breach of upper
voltage limits.

Every time a DG agent makes a revision, backward and for-
ward sweep methods are used to ensure voltage feasibility. These
checks result in conservative strategy revisions as power losses
across the lines are not incorporated into the decision-making.
In the backward sweep step, the incumbent change in dispatch is
propagated up the feeder branch. Change in power flow across
the lines due to this revision is estimated in this step. Then, in the
forward sweep step, the voltages at the buses are updated based
on changes in power flow across the lines previously estimated.
In the worst case, suppose that there is only backflow of power
in a particular feeder branch. Increase in dispatch at any bus in
this feeder branch will result in an increase in voltage across all
buses in this feeder. In our backward sweep algorithm, we do not
account for power loss resulting from backflow of power due to
increase in dispatch. In certain cases, even when an increase in
dispatch can be physically accommodated by the system with-
out violating voltage constraints, our algorithm will prevent this
from occurring due to overestimation of voltage rise across the
buses as power loss is not factored into the computation. This
can result in false positives.

By analyzing the worst case scenario that can lead to these
false positives, we next establish a bound on bus voltage
magnitudes within which no false positives will result from
our feasibility check algorithm. As mentioned earlier, suppose
that a particular feeder branch consists of only backflow of
power in the lines. Any increase in dispatch will result in
voltage rise across the buses in that feeder. Since only one
DG agent will be making a strategy revision at a particular
time, the largest possible increase in dispatch at any instant is
ΔP = max(y) which is 0.02 kW in our paper as we consider
y = [0.0000001, 0.01, 0.02] kW in simulations presented in
the next section. Since our algorithm neglects power loss, we
assume an increase of ΔP in power flow across lines formed by
buses that are ancestors of the updating bus. From this, we can
derive an upper bound on the magnitude of voltage increase,
ΔV , that can occur in any bus associated with lines having
power flowing in the opposite direction. This is deduced to be
ΔV = ΔP

|za , b |
|Vs | . A detailed proof is presented in the Appendix.

Next, we consider the circumstances leading to bus voltage
magnitudes reaching the upper limit. The upper limit on voltage
magnitude is typically the same across all the buses and is 10%
more than substation voltage (i.e. V̄b = 1.1|Vs | ∀ b ∈ B where
Vs is the fixed substation voltage). Henceforth, this upper limit
is referred to generically as V̄ . Suppose that after an increase in

dispatch, the voltage magnitude at the revising bus b reaches the
limit (i.e. |Vb | = V̄b ). Since we do not incorporate power losses,
the voltage increase estimated at each bus that is an ancestor
of the revising bus is also bounded above by ΔV . Hence, the
bus voltage magnitudes of ancestors of the revising bus should
be at least V̄ − (L + 1)ΔV prior to a revision where L is the
number of lines separating the ancestor bus from the revising
bus. This allows the compounded voltage increase estimated to
be at least V̄ −ΔV at the revising bus prior to the revision.
Voltages greater than these bounds can drive the estimated bus
voltage magnitude above the limit after a revision and result in
a false positive. Hence, in the worst case, the revising bus is the
deepest leaf node in the feeder. In this case, the most restrictive
bound on the voltage magnitude of a bus in the feeder will then
be |Vb | ≤ V̄ − (h + 1)ΔV ∀ b ∈ B where h is the height of
the feeder. If voltage magnitudes are within this bound then our
algorithm will not produce any false positives. As the largest
change in power dispatch ΔP is a small value (i.e. 0.02kW in
our paper) and height of the DN is not a large value (i.e. h = 7
sample Danish low-voltage DN considered in this paper), the
second term in the bound represents minor error. Hence, this
indicates that false positives will occur in rare cases. These can
be completely eliminated by sizing the DN for a smaller number
of consumers or placing more DGs at buses that are closer to
the substation.

E. Information Exchanges

For the computation of the cost signals, during every sig-
nalling iteration, the EPU solves PM and PD and computes
F (x) using the current distribution of strategies in the DN as re-
ported by a data concentrator. The EPU broadcasts these signals
to all the DG agents as these are common values. When a DG
agent revises its current strategy at a randomly selected time, it
will send its current dispatch pi

g to the data concentrator. This
information is used by the data concentrator to update x. For
feasibility checks, DG agents measure current power flow in the
lines via the PMUs (Assumption 4). In a backward sweep, these
measurements are used to update the power flow along the lines
formed by ancestors of the bus in which the revising agent is
residing. Then, in the forward sweep, the voltages in the buses
are approximated based on the updated power flows. An alarm
is propagated when any estimated bus voltage violates limits.
These information exchanges are illustrated in Fig. 2.

F. Summary of Our General Approach

Generally, as the OPF problem is non-convex, it is difficult
to solve it directly and this is especially the case in our sys-
tem model as we consider additional complexities such as the
presence of a large number of dispatchable sources which are
equipped with a discrete strategy set. In this paper, we do not
claim to solve non-convexity. However, we attempt to overcome
this difficulty by decomposing and translating the problem into
a completely different domain whereby DG agents make dis-
tributed revisions based on cost signals broadcast by the EPU.
The resulting distributed model fits well into a population game
framework. We show in the limiting case when the number
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Fig. 2. Information Exchange Summary.

of DG agents m→∞, that the error ±1/m in the optimal
solution with respect to the master problem goes to zero. How-
ever, since it is not practically possible to introduce infinite
agents, there will always be an error of ±1/m which is negli-
gible when m is sufficiently large. Hence, this population game
theoretic approach allows us to work around the challenges as-
sociated with the size of the problem and discrete strategy set.
The secondary tier consists of decision-making that is executed
by each DG agent and this consists of voltage feasibility checks.
The forward-backward sweep method conservatively approxi-
mates changes in bus voltages due to an incumbent strategy
change. Hence, theoretically, when there is sufficient slack in
the voltage constraints and in the limiting case of the number of
agents, the optimal solution of the transformed problem will be
the exact solution of original problem PC .

G. Extensions of Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present possible applicability and exten-
sions of our proposed algorithm to other dispatch problems with
diverse generation sources and network topologies.

Energy sources considered in this paper are renewable gen-
eration systems as these are common in DNs. Our proposal can
be applied to also more traditional generators such as ones with
ramping constraints that impose limits on changes in generation
over two consecutive time intervals. As ramping constraints
apply to specific generators, these can be decoupled from the
original dispatch problem and integrated into the secondary tier.
The feasibility check made by every revising agent will then
consist of an additional step in which it is verified whether the
impending revision combined with overall dispatch changes so
far in the generator heed the ramping limits. We plan to take into
consideration a wide range of heterogeneous energy sources for
dispatch in future work.

Another extension of our proposal can be due to the under-
lying DN topology. The DN considered in this paper has a tree
structure as the forward and backward sweep method for check-
ing voltage feasibility is dependent on the underlying feeder
topology having a tree structure. As DNs with tree topology are

common occurrences in today’s power grid, our proposal is in
general widely applicable to most DNs. When voltage rise con-
straints are omitted, our proposal becomes a real-time economic
dispatch solution. In existing literature, economic dispatch is
formulated without accounting for physical voltage constraints
(e.g. [12], [13], [18]). In our algorithm, the master problem
remains unchanged and is used by the EPU to compute cost
signals that depend on generation cost and supply and demand
imbalance. When these signals are used by the DG agents to
revise dispatch strategies without performing local voltage fea-
sibility checks, real-time economic dispatch results and this is
independent of the underlying system topology. Exponential
convergence properties are guaranteed here as the OPF without
voltage constraints can be transformed into a strictly convex
optimization problem.

On the other hand, if the voltage constraint is an important
consideration and the system consists of multiple feeders in
which some have a tree topology and the remaining feeders
have ring/mesh topologies, then it is still possible to apply our
algorithm. The voltage feasibility check in our proposal requires
only the local feeder in which the revising DG resides in to
have a tree topology. Hence, all DGs residing in feeders with
tree structure can operate as per our algorithm. DGs situated
in feeders with ring/mesh topologies can serve local demands
so that power is not directly injected into the buses. Excess
generation can be directed into an energy storage system instead.
In general, it is certainly desirable to impose no restrictions on
the underlying system topology (e.g., tree, ring, and mesh) or
balanced/unbalanced nature of the network. In the context of
our work, applying an extension to the forward and backward
sweep algorithm will allow for general applicability and we do
plan to investigate this in future work.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the proposed DG dispatch algorithm is eval-
uated via MATLAB simulations conducted using practical
models and parameters. These results highlight the desirable
convergence characteristics of the proposed strategy and ensu-
ing feasibility of the underlying physical DN constraints.

A. Models and Parameters

The proposed algorithm is implemented in the radial DN of
[26] which models a low-voltage Danish distribution system
consisting of 34 buses and 75 homes. This is a grid-connected
distribution network that is supported by the main grid which ab-
sorbs surplus generation or supplements for deficiency in local
generation in the system.We assert that evaluating the proposed
dispatch algorithm in such a setting will enable more realistic
insights on the challenges of renewable integration given the
high DG penetration in Denmark DNs. Measurements of phys-
ical grid attributes such as voltage and power flow across lines
facilitating Assumptions 1 and 4 are computed via Gauss-Seidel
load flow analysis [27].

Power demands of urban homes are highly variable due to
externalities such as diurnal effects and energy policies that dif-
fer across various regions. As such, we utilize appliance usage
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Fig. 3. Convergence Properties of Real Power and Voltage Profiles. (a) Projection Revisions. (b) Relaxation of Assumption. (c) Dispatch Cycle Transitions

profiles and patterns during the summer season for Europe pro-
vided in [29] for generating individual demand profiles of all
75 homes at a granularity of 1 minute (Assumption 6). Ap-
pliances considered in our demand model are air conditioner,
dryer, washing machine, dish washer, freezer, fridge, electric
stove, oven and water heater.

As this paper addresses mass DG integration, we consider
the deployment of DGs such as solar panels and micro wind
turbines in every home of the DN. Hourly solar generation
data available in [30] is utilized to model generation from solar
panels. Additional processing is applied to this data to smooth
the hourly generation data and random noise is added to the data
to model irregularities in solar irradiance due to differences in
cloud cover in the region. For micro wind turbine generation,
the power curve defined by Pwind = 1

2 Aρθv3 is utilized where
A is the cross-sectional area of the turbine rotors, ρ is the air
density, θ is the efficiency of the turbine and v is the wind speed.
These specifications are obtained for a wind turbine rating of
1.9 kW as listed in reference [31]. Wind speed is modelled via
the Weibull probability density function which has shape and
scale factors of 1.94 and 4.48.

The EPU will broadcast cost signals computed according
to Eq. 1 to DGs every 1 second (Assumption 2). Agents in
a DG can select from one of y = [0.0000001 0.01 0.02] kW
dispatch levels. y0 is selected to be a very small value so that the
generation in the system reflects actual demands (i.e. there is no
over-generation). Moreover, y0 �= 0 so that strict convexity of
PM is preserved. CL is selected so that CL < CL+1 . We have
specified three strategies per agent (i.e. n = 3) as this will allow
for easier visualization of state trajectories as will be discussed
in Section IV-B. Moreover, the power dispatch levels defined in
y will allow DG agents belonging to the same physical DG to
realize a cumulative dispatch at a precision of 0.01kW which
is also the precision of typical power ratings of DGs [22], [30],
[31]. A DG g with generation capacity cg kW can have mg =
cg/0.02 number of agents. Every agent will select a random time
based on Poisson distribution to re-evaluate its current dispatch.
Every dispatch cycle is 1 minute in length and this is the period
in which demand and supply remain constant (Assumption 6).
Maximum and minimum voltage limits of the buses are set to
be ±10% of the nominal 4 kV. Substation voltage is fixed to
1.03 p.u.

B. Convergence Characteristics of Distributed Revisions

We assess the ability of our two-tier optimization approach
to achieve real-time dispatch, which is directly related to the
convergence properties of x to the optimal solution of PM . To
assess how the initial starting state affects convergence, the evo-
lution of x (i.e. state trajectory) induced by distributed strategy
revisions by DG agents for various randomly generated initial
conditions is examined over a single dispatch cycle and the result
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The simplex representing all possible
values x can take is three-dimensional as there are three strate-
gies (i.e. n = 3). Level sets are also included in this figure and
each one of these curves represents all possible values of x that
result in a particular system cost c (i.e. f(x, ν) = c where f(.)
is the objective function). These curves are differentiated from
one another via the gradient bar. The optimal solution occurs
when the cost is minimal (i.e. the level sets in the simplex con-
verge to a central point). From Fig. 3(a), it is evident that all
state evolutions, regardless of the initial starting point, converge
to the optimal solution located at the middle of the level sets
of the cost function f(x, ν) and thereby exhibiting global con-
vergence. Moreover, as the trajectories taken by the states are
orthogonal to the level sets (most rapid descent), this confirms
that the revisions made by DG agents result in exponential con-
vergence to optimality as suggested by our earlier theoretical
analysis.

Next, the consequence of relaxing our assumption on the
existence of a large number of agents is examined in Fig. 3(b).
When there is insufficient local generation capacity or if feasibil-
ity checks fail, this results in a reduction of DG agent population
size. Proportion of aggregate real power demand supplemented
by the overall power dispatched by DGs when the percentage
of agent availabilities take values in {20%, 50% and 100%} are
depicted in this figure. Results indicate that the system is fairly
stable after convergence to optimality for agent availabilities
of 50% and 100%. However, marked oscillations are evident
in the ratio between real power dispatched and current system
demand over the one minute dispatch interval in Fig. 3(b) when
only 20% of the agents are available. This is expected as the
strong law of large numbers will not hold when the popula-
tion size is small. Regardless of the availability of agents, revi-
sions will always heed the voltage limits on the buses as every
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Fig. 4. Without Control. (a) DG Capacity. (b) Voltage Profile Over 34 Buses.

revising agent ascertains whether its strategy switch is feasible
or not via conservation approximations. The impact of the num-
ber of DGs participating on the system cost is explored next.
The second sub-figure in Fig. 3(b) illustrates the evolution of the
ratio of system cost with respect to the optimal cost for a single
dispatch cycle. As the objective is quadratic and is dependent on
the magnitude of power dispatched, it is possible to observe that
the fluctuations are not as pronounced as the previous result in
this figure for the three modes of DG availabilities investigated.
Next, the minimum and maximum voltage profile across all 34
buses for the three cases show that the system still remains within
the acceptable ±10% limit. When agent availability is 100%,
maximum and minimum voltage values are slightly higher than
the other cases and this is expected as more active nodes are
generating power in the DN causing more reverse power flows.

C. Overall Performance throughout Multiple Dispatch Cycles

Here, we examine the transitional properties of aggregate
DG dispatch between multiple constant demand and supply
intervals when the proposed strategy is in effect. In Fig. 3(c),
it is clear that overall DG dispatch is able to adapt to changes
in supply and demand at every dispatch cycle. Bus voltages are
well within the limits. Next, we extend dispatch over an entire
day. Using the generation models of Section IV-A, and given that
each home is fitted with DGs, the aggregate generation capacity
of the system throughout a day is presented in Fig. 4(a). If
these DGs are allowed to inject all power generated, then the
resulting voltage profile in the system is illustrated in Fig. 4(b).
Clearly, the maximum voltages of the buses are well above the
acceptable limits (almost 30% above the maximum threshold)
throughout the day. In contrast, when our proposed algorithm is

Fig. 5. Real-time Dispatch over a Day. (a) Real Power. (b) Voltage Profile
Over 34 Buses.

activated, the resulting real power dispatch in Fig. 5(a) closely
follows the aggregate system demand. Moreover, the maximum
and minimum voltage profile of all 34 buses is well-within the
±10% limits. These results demonstrate the effective manner
in which DG agents in our approach self-organize and rapidly
adapt local dispatch using the overall information supplied by
the EPU and information exchanged within their corresponding
feeder branches. This illustrates the seamless coexistence of
participating DG agents as changes in dispatch or demand in
the system are implicitly inferred by the agents via the cost
signals and the corresponding reactions lead to optimal system
operating conditions.

D. Comparison with State-of-the-Art

Finally, we highlight the differences between our proposed
strategy with the existing literature. We compare our approach
to those of a similar flavour involving distributed dispatch via
decomposition. We first implemented the iterative Sub-Gradient
(SG) method [12]–[14] based on dual decomposition for a sin-
gle dispatch cycle. Convergence of the SG method is depen-
dent on the step-size used to update Lagrangian multipliers at
each iteration. Hence, it is necessary for an operator to design
the step-size based on system characteristics. Two step sizes
α = 0.025 and α = 0.0005 are implemented and as illustrated
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) these result in significant ringing and slow
convergence, respectively, in both real power dispatch and the
voltage profile. Ringing effects such as that observed in Fig. 6(b)
are pronounced and can lead to the overshooting of bus volt-
ages beyond the limiting thresholds. Slow convergence is not
desirable for real-time dispatch. In contrast, the our solution
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Dispatch Methods. (a) Real Power Dispatch. (b) Volt-
age Profile Over 34 Buses.

requires no custom parameter adjustment by the grid operator
and exhibits rapid convergence to optimal dispatch while heed-
ing voltage constraints. Hence, in our proposal DGs are able
to implicitly infer the changes in conditions of the grid from
the cost signals and react accordingly, this allows for the seam-
less coexistence amongst these DGs which thereby leads to the
optimal solution.

In general, existing work on DG dispatch can be divided into
three general classes and these consist of centralized, decen-
tralized and distributed solutions. Solving a non-convex OPF in
a centralized manner is not tractable as it is an NP-hard prob-
lem. In our proposal, on the other hand, the cost signals used
by the DG agents for strategy revisions dictate the convergence
attributes of the system. On average, our proposal requires 10
broadcasts of cost signals by the EPU prior to convergence to
optimality. As each signalling iteration takes place every one
second, the average time for convergence is 10 seconds. This
real-time convergence is possible mainly due to the simplicity
of the sub-problems solved by the EPU and the DG agents and
the exponential convergence characteristics of the projection
revisions. Decentralized solutions encompass a broad range of
work in the existing literature. Some solutions take only local
measurements (i.e. no communication is involved) and these
result in sub-optimal dispatch [17].

More recently, fast techniques such as Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) have been applied to solve re-
laxed convex and non-convex OPFs in the literature. ADMM
allows for a completely decentralized solution with perfor-
mance comparable to our work. The following are some key
differences. Reference [11] has applied ADMM to the relaxed
OPF and has shown that the number of iterations required for

convergence is linear with respect to the network size. This per-
formance is comparable to our solution as we mathematically
substantiate that the master problem converges exponentially
fast and that the feasibility check for a revising agent is in the
order of the height of the deepest feeder. In another instance,
ADMM has been applied to non-convex OPF and the authors
mention that their proposal will diverge unless there is zero du-
ality gap [32]. This is the condition that results in the relaxed
solution being equivalent to the exact solution. Hence, it will
then be simpler to consider the relaxed OPF instead. Our solu-
tion does not result in divergence even when a solution for the
original problem is infeasible. In cases such as this, our proposal
results in a solution that yields maximum possible dispatch that
conservatively heeds local voltage and capacity constraints.

Moreover with ADMM, each node exchanges local primal
and dual variables with neighbouring nodes. This can result in
significant communication overhead and privacy issues. In our
solution, the EPU broadcasts generic cost signals periodically
that expose no specific information about the network or agents.
Moreover, for feasibility checks, revising agents exchange
values indicating the change in dispatch that can result with the
impending revision and not the actual dispatch. Other decen-
tralized proposals such as those based on averaging consensus
involve local information exchanges between neighbours and
are dependent on the number of DGs participating in the sys-
tem for convergence [33]. This will result in major latencies
especially when DG penetration is high.

Like decentralized solutions, distributed strategies do not
have a central entity imposing dispatch strategies on partic-
ipating entities. However, in distributed proposals, a central
entity can communicate signals that aid with individual
decision-making by distributed agents. Distributed solutions in
the literature are not suitable for real-time dispatch as these
typically have asymptotic convergence properties (e.g. [15]).
Although our solution is distributed, in which DG agents make
their own dispatch decisions based on signals broadcast by the
EPU, we show that our solution converges exponentially fast
both in theory and simulations.

V. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed a novel dispatch strategy
for the integration of DGs into a low voltage distribution net-
work that takes into account physical limitations of the system.
As demonstrated via theoretical analysis and practical simu-
lations, this strategy enables the seamless mass integration of
intermittent generation into the DN while heeding voltage con-
straints. Our proposal requires minimal intervention from opera-
tors and indirectly controls DG agents via intelligent signals and
communication exchanges so that these rapidly respond to fluc-
tuations in supply and demand. These desirable attributes render
the proposed DG dispatch strategy highly suitable for practical
deployment and integration of a large number of highly variable
generation into a low-voltage residential DN. As future work,
we intend to study the generalization of our proposal to any
underlying system topology and extend it to incorporate both
demand response that provides consumer satisfaction guaran-
tees and sustainable dispatch. Our long term vision is to derive
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strategies that will allow multiple DNs to cooperate with one
another for sustainable grid operations.

APPENDIX

A. Game Characterization and Optimization Equivalence

A population game G is defined by individual active players
selecting a strategy from the set y based on the allocated cost
F (x). x represents the proportion of players in the population
selecting strategies in y. Suppose, there exists a function f :
Rn → R such that F (x) = �f(x) ∀ x ∈ �, then f is defined
to be a full potential function for the gameG. Moreover, if the full
symmetric condition ∂Fi (x)

∂xj
= ∂Fj (x)

∂xi
∀ x ∈ �, yi ∈ y, yj ∈ y

is met, G is referred to a fully potential game. This translates
to revisions being made by each player reducing the potential
of the system and the Nash equilibrium x∗N E of this system is
the same as the optimal solution of the following problem when
m→∞ [24]:

Pp : minf(x)

pg
j ∈ y ∀ j = 1 . . . m

xi =
1
m

m∑

j=1

1yi
(pg

j ) ∀ i = 1 . . . n

Due to Assumption 9, reactive power and real power losses in
the lines are considered to be supplemented by the main grid
where qm =

∑
d∈D qd −

∑
a↔∈E ql

a,b and pm =
∑

a↔b∈E pl
a,b

thereby simplifying PC to:

P′C : min f(P )
∑

d∈D

pd −
∑

g∈G
pg = 0 (C1’)

pB
a + iqB

a =
∑

a↔∈E
Y H

a,b

(
V H

a − V H
b

)
Va ∀ a, b ∈ B (C2’)

Va ≤ |Va | ≤ V̄a ∀ a ∈ B (C3’)

0 ≤ pg ≤ cg ∀g ∈ G (C4’)

With the introduction of x and the notion of multiple agents per
DG, the above problem can be equivalently posed as:

P′′C : min
n∑

i=1

Ci(m.yi.xi)2 − ν∗
(
∑

d∈D
pd −m

n∑

i = 1

yi.xi

)

m =
∑

g∈G
�cg/max(y)� (C1”)

pj
g ∈ {yi ∈ y|1Cj

(yi) = 1} ∀ j = 1 . . . m (C2”)

xi =
1
m

m∑

j=1

1yi
(pg

j ) ∀ i = 1 . . . n (C3”)

where the coupling constraint (C1’) from P′C is moved to the
objective and this term will be 0 at optimality as we assume
that there exists sufficient generation capacity to meet overall
demand. ν∗ is a constant computed from PD . The full symmet-
ric condition is satisfied by the objective of P′′C . The indicator

function 1Cj
(yi) determines the feasibility of strategy yi based

on constraints (C2’) to (C4’). ProblemsPp andP′′C are the same
with the exception of the feasibility checks in C2′′. m will de-
pend on the availability of generation capacity during the current
optimization interval. When m→∞, x can be considered to
be continuous. It is important to note that f(P ) in PC and P′C
result in non-unique optimal solutions with the same optimal
value. To see this, consider

∑n
i=1 Ci(m.yi.xi)2 which is equiv-

alent to f(P ) in terms of x. xi is computed by counting the total
number of agents in the population using strategy i divided by
m. Suppose, x = {0.2, 0.3, 0.5} and m = 1000, then the total
number of combinations of pi

g that result in this x is
(1000

200

)(800
300

)
.

A subset of these vast number of combinations result in the fea-
sibility of 1Cj

(yi), given that there exists sufficient capacity in
the system. Hence, there are many ways of arriving at x∗. Al-
though x∗ is unique, P′C and P′′C can lead to the same optimal
x∗ with non-unique combinations of pi

g . With the projection
revision protocol and feasibility checks, the agents attempt to
arrive at a configuration not necessarily unique that result in this
x∗. Convergence characteristics and bounds to ensure that the
feasibility checks are not overly conservative are provided in
the following.

B. Exponential Convergence due to Projection Revisions

In order to show that the projection dynamic exponentially
converges to the equilibrium x∗ (i.e. ||xt − x∗|| ≤ e−αt/2 ||x0 −
x∗|| where α > 0) where xt is the system state at time t and
x0 is the initial system state, it is necessary to show that there
exists a Lyapunov function L(x) such that L̇(x) ≤ αL(x) where
α > 0. We have selected the Lyapunov function to be L(x) =
(f(x)− f(x∗)) + 1

2 ||x− x∗||2 where f(x) is a short form of
the potential function f(x, v∗) and x∗ is the optimal solution
of f(x). Prior to discussing the proof, it is important to note
that the cost F (x) = [F1(x) . . . Fn (x)]T is strongly monotone
as the following holds:

(F (x)− F (x∗))T (x− x∗) ≥ m ∗min(Ciyi)||x− x∗||2

Let μ = m ∗min(Ciyi) and it is evident that μ > 0. Moreover,
as the function f(x) is convex, the following holds as well:

(F (x)− F (x∗))T (x− x∗) ≥ f(x)− f(x∗)

Equipped with these properties, the following is a proof of ex-
ponential convergence of the projection dynamic:

d

dt
(L(x)) = �L(x)T ẋ = (F (x) + (x− x∗))T ẋ

= (F (x) + (x− x∗))T

⎛

⎝ 1
n

⎛

⎝
n∑

j=1

Fj (x)

⎞

⎠1− F (x)

⎞

⎠

= −||F (x)−
⎛

⎝ 1
n

n∑

j=1

Fj (x)

⎞

⎠1||2

− (F (x)− F (x∗))T (x− x∗)

≤ −(F (x)− F (x∗))T (x− x∗)
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where 1 is a vector of ones. The first term in the third line of
the above proof is ≤ 0 and removing it has resulted in the last
inequality. We also use the fact that F (x∗) = 0 to obtain the
third line. Combining the strong monotone condition of F (x)
and the convexity of f(x), the following inequality results:

(F (x)−F (x∗))T (x− x∗) ≥ 1
2

(f(x)− f(x∗)) +
μ

2
||x− x∗||2

≥ min

(
1
2
, μ

)(
(f(x)− f(x∗)) +

1
2
||x− x∗||2

)

= min

(
1
2
, μ

)
L(x)

Hence substituting the above inequality into the last line of the
initial proof, we are able to show that

L̇(x) ≤ min

(
1
2
, μ

)
L(x)

where α = min( 1
2 , μ) > 0 and thus the projection dynamic will

exponentially converge to x∗. �

C. Bound on Voltage Rise

Here, a proof is presented on the upper bound of voltage
increase due to increase in power dispatch by ΔP at bus b. Sup-
pose that bus a is the direct ancestor of bus b (i.e. a↔ b ∈ E).
The relationship between bus voltages and power flow across
the lines is as follows:

Vb(Vb − Va) = (pb,a + iqb,a + ΔP )za,b

Vb and Va are the voltages resulting from the back flow of power
in the line (i.e. pb,a + iqb,a + ΔP ) and ΔP is the increase in
power dispatch across the line b↔ a. Since the above rela-
tion consists of complex variables (i.e. Va , Vb , pb,a + iqb,a ), the
magnitude of voltage difference across the line a↔ b is:

|Vb − Va | = |(pb,a + iqb,a + ΔP )za,b |
|Vb |

By evoking the triangular inequality, the above is bounded by:

|Vb − Va | ≤ |(pb,a + iqb,a)za,b |+ ΔP |za,b |
|Vb |

The first term on the right side of this relation is |(pb,a +
iqb,a)za,b | = |V ′b ||V ′b − V ′a | where V ′b and V ′a voltages at buses
a and b prior to the change in dispatch. Substituting this, the
following inequality is obtained:

|Vb − Va | ≤ |V
′
b ||V ′b − V ′a |
|Vb | +

ΔP |za,b |
|Vb |

As the dispatch increase will result in a voltage rise, |V
′

b |
|Vb | ≤ 1.

Moreover, since as the fixed substation voltage is the point of
reference and |Vb | ≥ |Vs |, it can be concluded that ΔP

|Vb | ≤ ΔP
|Vs | .

From these observations, the above bound is further generalized
to:

|Vb − Va | ≤ |V ′b − V ′a |+
ΔP |za,b |
|Vs |

Hence, the first term in the above inequality represents the volt-
age rise across the bus prior to the increase in dispatch. The
second term represents an upper bound on voltage rise con-
tributed by the increase in dispatch.
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